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Accelerate Your IT Transformation with Tyrone Cloud Platform

With the growing impact of digital transformation on companies big and small, there is 
an urgent need to adapt to changing business models, globalization, and increasing 
regulatory compliance. Under pressure to support strategic business objectives, IT is 
rapidly embracing cloud technologies. Cloud adoption has steadily gained acceptance 
because it promises to help you achieve your business goals faster, more efficiently, 
and more cost effectively. Let Tyrone ease you into your Cloud journey.
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Have already moved 
to an OpenStack 
private cloud & 
67% plan to do so at 
some stage

Think deploying a 
private cloud for 
their organization 
is vital to their own 
future prospects. 

32% 93%

87% 
prefer OpenStack 
to manage edge 
infrastructure

96% 
telcos with NFV 
strategy find 
OpenStack essential 

need support from external 
partners when planning,
designing and deploying 

solutions.
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The challenge 
OpenStack is not a challenge for an 
enterprise in terms of cash flow, but 
in terms of the developers’ expertise 
and the time needed to easily and 
smoothly deploy the first system 
without spending too much time and 
effort.

Tyrone’s Solution
A flexible, agile and fast deployer 
solution. With Tyrone, your journey 
from zero to fully operational 
production OpenStack cloud system 
is fast and efficient.

The challenge 
To achieve high resource utilization 
without compromise on resource 
availability to meet business objectives, 
how can workloads be packed onto the 
optimal number of servers without 
performance impact?

Tyrone’s Solution
A Solution designed to analyze actual live 
resource utilization, taking into account:
· All hypervisors in the system, consider-
ing their capacity and
· All running workloads, considering their 
actual resource utilization
Using this approach, we optimize the 
number of hypervisors used to host the 
workloads without compromising on 
resource availability.

The challenge 
OpenStack introduces a new release 
every 6 months for providing new 
innovation, features & capabilities, it 
is also introducing some operational 
upgrade challenges for Operators.

How we can help
We upgrade each OpenStack release 
to benefit from better performance 
and management capabilities, in 
addition to security.

Our open source solution is capable 
of delivering OpenStack Zero-Down-
time upgrade in order to achieve 
high uptime and reliability through 
the upgrade processes. 

Flexibility, Speed & Agility Resource Management System Zero Downtime Upgrade 

Tyrone helps you overcome most of the industry challengs to provie you an platform thats best for your TCO health

For large OpenStack deployments, most organizations can’t afford to spend internal engineering and QA time trying to build, 
integrate, and tune various storage software layers to function with their chosen hardware platforms. And to achieve enterprise 
grade resiliency many organizations end up either buying more infrastructure than they need to support the business.

The Enterprise Challenge to OpenStack Adoption And How Tyrone Can Help



Whether you’re managing high-performance computing workloads, handling sensitive data, deploying apps with massive 
transactional or API requirements, or simply seeking a high degree of control and flexibility in your cloud computing, 
networking and storage, Compute Cloud Platform by Tyrone offers the true production-grade cloud solution you need. 

Fast, secure, and reliable, Compute Cloud Platform supports mission-critical applications and data, while offering supreme 
scalability and agility—with no vendor lock-in. 

Tyrone Compute Cloud Platform 

Power, Security, and Control for Ultimate Peace of Mind1

Hyperconverged 
Architecture

With best-available reliability 
and performance

Outstanding
Value for Cloud

Offering the best available 
price-to-performance

No unplanned
Outages

Great staff and customer 
satisfaction 

Peace of 
Mind

Know exactly where your 
key data is at every moment.

Resource
Management

Better resource optimization 
and utilization

Agility &
Scalability

Empowers you to meet the 
challenging & unexpected 
demands of your business.

Compute Cloud Platform provides:

Custom
Solutions

For business continuity, fault 
tolerance, and disaster recovery

Deeper
Insights

Into your developers’ preferred 
resources.

Total
Control

Control over every aspect of 
your cloud environment



Companies who need the reliability, security, and control of an on-prem cloud often cite a lack of in-house skills as one of the 
biggest barriers to deployment. Quality talent can be hard to find, and it’s expensive to recruit, train, and retain skilled staff. 
That’s where Tyrone comes in. Our team of highly trained experts help you transform your infrastructure in a way that’s fast, 
reliable, and hassle-free. 

Your Cloud - Deployed, Managed, and Simplified2

An On-Premise 
Cloud Needs  

COMPUTE STORAGE NETWORKING

And businesses often worry about the need to manage and update their data centers. Acquiring and maintaining equipment, 
and eventually replacing it, can get costly fast. Avoid the hassles and added expense by letting Tyrone deploy and manage 
your on-prem cloud on certified hardware. Our team of experts will deliver the stability, security, and power that are essential 
to your successful cloud computing experience.

On-Prem, Production-Grade Cloud

With Compute Cloud Build, Tyrone takes you from inspiration to cloud implementation with masterful efficiency. Let us handle 
the complexity of cloud deployment, so your team can save its time and energy for business priorities. Our custom-built cloud 
machines automate the deployment of your on-prem cloud, ensuring you get up and running in the fastest possible time frame. 

Tyrone’s team of trusted delivery experts will program your machine with a description of the environment and architecture you 
need, implement it on-site, and oversee it as it deploys and fully configures your Compute Cloud Platform. This gives you the 
absolute fastest, most efficient path to deployment—and keeps your business workloads available through production. 

Your cloud machine also makes it simple and affordable to redeploy or clone your cloud architecture. And when you need to 
make changes to your infrastructure—like OS and platform version upgrades, config modifications, and design revisions—your 
cloud machine and our expert team handle that, too.  

Compute Cloud Build - Fast, Automated Deployment by Industry-Leading Experts3



COMPUTE

Full L2-based Compute Cloud Platform (High Available) including control plane, compute, storage and networking
Containerized control plan included      Compute Hyper-Converged or Compute Converged  
Custom add-on components      KVM hypervisor      Live migration

STORAGE

Ceph RBD with 3x replication and bcache acceleration
Basic radosgw object storage
Other third-party SDS, SAN, and NAS integration

*radosgw object storage supports up to 1,000,000 objects; above that, customers should purchase and deploy Swift separately

NETWORKING

Virtual Networking 
- Neutron/OVS/OVN with VXLAN and GRE tunneling 
- Third-party SDN integration (CPLANE, Juniper Contrail, Cisco ACI, Nokia Nuage)
NIC bonding, up to 4 segregated underlay L2 networks      Complex network architecture design (BGP, MPLS, VPN, etc.)
SR-IOV, DPDK-enabled OVS, 6WIND plugin, InfiniBand (Ubuntu 18.04 only)      IPv6 support for tenant networks only

SECURITY
Latest security updates on the platform     Keystone with LDAP or Active Directory backends      
Multiple sources and federated identity services     HSM support (via OpenStack Barbican)
AppArmor MAC-based     Offline updates     Add-on: Multiple sources and federated identity services

LOGGING &
MONITORING

Monitoring and Performance Trending : Integration with custom monitoring systems
Log Aggregation: Powered by Elasticsearch  | Custom log integration

UPGRADES
Guaranteed with managed services
Compute Cloud Platform and OS upgrade services available

MANAGEMENT 
& OPERATIONS

Guaranteed control plane rebuilds with managed services      Full disaster-recovery plan with automation
Workshop     Workload migration      Design overview, tenant onboarding plan, and deployment guide      Managed services

AODH Ceilometer
KEYSTONE

nagios

Compute Cloud Platform Features



Fully tested and certified Compute Cloud Platform reference hardware

Stand up a production-grade cloud with: 

      Programmatic API

      Dashboard UI

      Full management system monitoring and log aggregation solutions

Tyrone manages the cloud from initial setup to 10x6 monitoring and management. The customer can 

continue to receive services from Tyrone independently of the operation of the cloud.

      Cloud and hardware health monitoring 

      Patches and upgrades (OS and Compute Cloud Platform)

       Hardware and software failure prevention and fix

       Capacity and performance planning and reports

       Problem diagnosis and best-effort resolution

       Pay as you grow

       No need to hire scarce Compute Cloud Platform resources

       Get up and running very quickly

       10x6 production-grade support

       Ubuntu and other Linux

       Windows

Per month (purchase order)

6 months initial, then quarterly

Hardware

Management Infrastructure

 

Who Manages the Cloud

Services Offered

Customer Benefits

Guest OS Support

Billing

Service Term

Managed Services Features

Managed Services: A True End-to-End Solution
Compute Cloud Platform’s open-source operational components mean you benefit from the security and innovations of a robust 
community of developers, while avoiding the added costs and inefficiencies of vendor lock-in.  After your Compute Cloud Platform is 
deployed via Compute Cloud Build, Tyrone will operate and  maintain it for as long as you need - keeping your in-house team free for 
other strategic priorities. 



ABOUT TYRONE SYSTEMS

In today’s world, customer-centric solutions are of paramount 
importance. And we at Tyrone work towards offering the latest 
technology-based solutions to increase your return on investments. 
With a clear focus, we deal in only specific products which enables us to 
specialize and provide the best solutions and services. Tyrone Systems is 
a unique company in its ability to offer solutions for the most challenging 
project of any size. Our ability to understand customer challenges and 
deliver value, is based on our collective technical and business expertise. 
And through our strong partnership with technology leaders, Tyrone 
aims to equip customers with the latest and the most optimal 
technology blocks to achieve their business goals. 

Tyrone will help you migrate your workload from other platforms to 
Compute Cloud Platform on a consultancy or per-workload basis. 

Contact Us

Let us tell you more about how production-grade cloud solutions from 
Tyrone can boost your company’s agility, security, and control - and your 
own peace of mind. 

For more information, 
E-mail info@tyronesystems.com | Call 1800-419-0688


